Bharati Sahakari Bank Ltd. boosts employee productivity by blocking unwanted websites and programs within the network

We can block all websites and apps that consume data and lead to resource wastage. We have the flexibility to block them individually or as categories. Seqrite also provides a complete view of our network’s health.

IT Department, Bharati Sahakari Bank Ltd.

Bharati Sahakari Bank Ltd. is a leading co-operative bank in Maharashtra headquartered at Pune. It has 18 branches and a customer base of 200,000+ accounts. With modern banking features, the bank reaches every person who wants a bank account and aids the progress of the Indian growth story.

However, some IT security concerns were disturbing the bank’s operations. It was unable to view the security status and health of its widespread network from one central location. It was also facing the challenge of unwanted websites being accessed during work hours.

Challenges
- Loss of productivity due to unwanted websites and apps being accessed by employees
- Unsafe websites being visited and thus leading to more security risks
- Lack of a centralized point of view over all networked systems and status

Solutions
- Application Control to allow/block categories of apps from being executed
- Web Filtering to block websites individually or as per categories to limit access
- Central dashboard to view and regulate network health and security updates

Results
- Productive work environment and optimal business security across the network
- Robust web security and controlled bandwidth consumption
- Easy management of endpoint security with centralized hub for information and action

With the help of Seqrite Endpoint Security (EPS), Bharati Sahakari Bank Ltd. can continue its mission of promoting progress of the nation with easy banking access to everyone. It can reach every individual without worrying about loss of data, bandwidth or integrity.

Successful collaboration between Bharati Sahakari Bank Ltd. and Seqrite is a great booster for the co-operation movement in India.